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ABSTRACT 
Each ordering for the elements of a finite group G of order n defines a 
corresponding class of group matrices for G. First, this paper proves that the number 
of distinct classes of group matrices for G equals (n- 1)1/m, where m is the number 
of automorphisms of G. Then, a study is made of a block-diagonal reduction for the 
group matrices of any particular class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a set which contains at least two elements, let G be a finite group 
of order n, and let A be an n X n matrix with components in F. Then, A is a 
group matrix for G if and only if a mapping (I of G into F and an ordering 
g,, * * *, g, for the elements of G can be found such that the component of A in 
the ith row and ith column is 
[Alii=o(g;igj) for i,j=l,...,n. (1) 
To illustrate, each group matrix for the direct product C, XC, of two cyclic 
groups of order 2 has the form 
a b c d 
b a d c 
[ 1 c d a b d c b a (2) 
regardless of the particular order in which the four elements of C, XC, are 
listed. As a contrast, the various ways the elements of a cyclic group C, of 
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order 4 can be listed yield the three forms 
of group matrices for C,. In general, each ordering for the elements of G 
defines a class of group matrices for G. We shall prove in the next section 
that: the number N of distinct classes of group matrices for G is given by 
N= b-l)! 
m ’ 
where m is the number of automorphisms of G. Thus, for G = C, X C,, we 
have n=4, m=6, and N= 1, while G=C, yields n=4, m=2, and N=3. Also, 
G may be nonabelian; e.g., when G is the symmetric group Ss, we find n=6, 
m=6, and N=20. 
The initial interest of G. Frobenius in the matrix representations of finite 
groups was reported in [4, p. 9861, [5, p. 13431, and [6, p. 16671; it resulted 
from information about group matrices which R. Dedekind communicated to 
him in 1896. Namely, in 1889, R. Dedekind was confronted with the problem 
of factoring the determinant of a group matrix A when a(gi), . . . , a(g,) are 
variables X i, . . . , X, over the field of complex numbers. For the case where G 
is abelian, R. Dedekind solved this problem by using group characters to 
transform A to a diagonal matrix. Also, an important block-diagonal reduction 
for A when G=Sa was found by R. Dedekind in 1886; it was presented in [6, 
p. 10071 and summarized in [9, pp. 390-3911. The problem of obtaining 
analogous results for other group matrices motivated the studies of G. 
Frobenius in [4], [5], and [6]. 
To illustrate concretely the structure of various group algebras by means 
of a block-diagonal reduction for group matrices, we wrote an expository 
paper [2] as a supplement to [l]. While [2] will remain unpublished, its main 
construction has applications in recent research; e.g., see [8, p. 1741, where 
reference to [2] is made. In Sec. 3, we shall present the construction. 
2. THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OF GROUP MATRICES FOR G 
We suppose G is a finite group of order n, and we introduce the set Gx of 
bijections $I of G onto G such that: for any elements g, h, x, y of G, 
x-‘g=h-ly e [~(x)]-‘~(g)=[~(h)l-‘~(y). 4) 
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Let m denote the number of automorphisms of G. 
PROPOSITION 1. Under composition of mappings, 9% forms a group of 
order mn. 
Proof. Each automorphism of G is clearly an element of Girt which leaves 
the unit element e of G fixed. Conversely, suppose + is an element of Gx such 
that +(e)=e, and let x, y be any elements of G. We set g=xy and h=e in (4) 
to obtain +(xy)=+(x)+(y) and conclude that + is an automorphism of G. 
For a fixed element z in G, the left multiplication + defined by $J(x)=zx, 
for each x in G, is an element of 9R. Of course, the only element of 9R which 
is both a left multiplication and an automorphism is the identity mapping id, 
of G onto G. 
We use (4) to deduce that: if +i and +s are elements of 9R,, then their 
composite +r 0 +s belongs to %. Moreover, if $I is in % and LJ is the bijection 
of G onto G such that +ou=uo+=ido, then (4) shows that v is an element of 
%. Thus, Gx forms a group under composition of mappings. We can easily 
verify that the left multiplications form a normal subgroup of 9R isomorphic 
to G. 
Suppose $J is any element of 9R, and set z=+(e). Let 1c, and \c/ - ’ be the 
left multiplications defined by 
$(r)=zr and +!-‘(x)=zP1x for each x in G. 
Because !?R is a group, we obtain $ -’ 0 +=X for some element X in Gx. 
Because X(e) =e, X is an automorphism of G and 
9=$0X* (5) 
If $=#* 0X*, where $* is a left multiplication and X* is an automorphism, 
then the left multiplication 4 -’ 0 $* equals the automorphism X 0 X*-l, so 
that #* =a/~ and X*=X. Thus, each element + of 92. has a unique representa- 
tion (5). Since there are m selections for X and n selections for #, the order of 
9R is mn. W 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (gl ,..., g,) and (h, ,..., h,) be any two orderings 
for the n elements of G. Then, these orderings specify the same class of group 
matrices for G if and only if the bijection + of G onto G defined by 
@k,)=h, for k=l,...,n, (6) 
is an element of 9,. 
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Proof. The two classes of group matrices specified by the two orderings 
are the same if and only if for each mapping u of G into F there is a mapping 
7 of G into F such that 
f~(g;‘g~)=r(h;‘h~) for i, i=l,...,n, (7) 
and for each mapping 7 of G into F there is a mapping u of G into F which 
satisfies (7). The conditions for (7) are equivalent to 
g,lgi =g,-‘g, H h,Y1hi =h,‘h, for i,j,r,s=l,..., n. (8) 
However, (8) is satisfied if and only if the bijection $I defined by (6) is an 
element of %. n 
THEOREM 1. The number N of distinct classes of group matrices for a 
finite group G of order n is given by 
N= b-l)! 
m ’ (9) 
where m is the number of autumorphisms of G. 
Proof. Let 8 be the set of orderings of the elements of G. Let & be the 
subset of 0 X 8 which consists of those pairs 
Kg l,...,g,),(hl,...,h,)) 
of elements in 0 for which the corresponding bijection $J defined by (6) is an 
element of %. Then, since Gilt is a group, we find that: 6 is an equivalence 
relation on 0; the number of elements in each equivalence class equals the 
order mn of CR,; and, due to Proposition 2, the number of equivalence classes 
equals N. Since 8 contains n! elements, we obtain n! =mnN and (9). n 
A shorter, but less instructive, proof of Theorem 1 can be based on the 
observation that the ordering gc’g,, . . . , g,‘g, specifies the same class of 
group matrices as does the ordering g,, . . . , g,. When the restriction g, = e 
and h, =e is made for Proposition 2, C#J in (6) satisfies (4) if and only if Cp is an 
automorphism of G. 
To explain the symmetry or nonsymmetry of the matrices in (2) and (3), 
we include the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. For na-2, suppose there is an ordering gl,...,gn of the 
elements of G such that each group matrix for G relative to gl,. . . , g, is 
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symmetric. Then, G is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups of order 
2 and each group matrix for G relative to any ordering of the elements of G is 
symmetric. 
Proof. We have a(g,‘gi)=a(g,F1gi) for each mapping (I of G into F 
and i, j=l,..., n. This yields g -‘h=h-‘g for each g, h in G. Thus, a group 
matrix for G relative to any ordering of the elements of G is symmetric. We 
set h=e to obtain g2=e for each g in G. Thus, G is abelian, and the 
fundamental theorem for finite abelian groups shows that G is isomorphic to a 
direct product of cyclic groups of order 2. n 
3. A BLOCK-DIAGONAL REDUCTION FOR GROUP MATRICES 
Henceforth, we suppose that g,, . . . , g, is an initially arbitrary but fixed 
ordering for the elements of a finite group G of order n; we specialize F to be 
the field C of complex numbers; and we consider only matrices which have 
components in C. Also, we suppose that 
{Mk(gs): s=l,...,njlGksq 00) 
is a complete set of 9 inequivalent irreducible representations of G by 
matrices M,(g,) of size nk Xn,. For the existence of such representations 
based on the matrix-oriented theory of G. Frobenius, one may consult [ 10, pp. 
l-251. This theory also yields 
n= i 4 
k=l 
as well as the orthogonality relations 
(11) 
(12) 
where u, k= 1 ,..., q; v, w=l,..., n,; and i, j=l,..., nk. 
In Sec. 1, we mentioned the problem of specifying a nonsingular nXn 
matrix Q which transforms each group matrix A to a suitable block-diagonal 
form !X’AQ. To define Q so the blocks are arranged in a convenient order, 
we first use (11) to see that the set (?J of ordered triples (u, v, w) of positive 
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integers given by 
5= {(u, 0, w): lGu<q, l<U, z&n,) 
and theset S={l,..., n} of the positive integers <n are placed in one-to-one 
correspondence by the rule 
S= (13) 
which assigns the integer s in S to the ordered triple (u, o, w) in 9. For each 
s in S, let (us, u,, w,) be the unique element in 9 which satisfies (13). When 
advisable, we shall write n(k) for nk and 8(i, i) for $. We set 
[i!=( %)1’2[M..cP,,],r,W,9 for i,i=l,..., n, (14) 
7jif=( *)1’2[iVU,(gr1)], ,,“, for i,j=l,..., n, (15) 
and 51~ [ tii]. Due to (12) this yields 
Thus, the n X n matrix D is nonsingular and G -’ = [ vii]. Moreover, if the 
representations in (10) are selected so each matrix M,(g,) is unitary, then !YJ is 
unitary. 
To specify the positions of the blocks for Q-‘Aa, let B denote any nXn 
matrix; and for PL= I,. . . , q and Y= 1,. . . , np, let BPy be the matrix of size 
n,, X np such that 
(16) 
where i,i=l,...,n,, and 
X= (17) 
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Then, the matrices 
B B ll”“* In,, B,, ,..., Bznp ,... ,Bg,mBqnY (18) 
are principal submatrices of B, and their successive diagonal components are 
the n diagonal components of B. The components of B outside the block 
submatrices in (18) equal zero if and only if 
[B]ii=CB]iis(ui,~i)6(ui,ui) for i,i=I,...,n. (19) 
Let % denote the set of n X n matrices B which satisfy (19) and 
Bp1=Bp2= . . . =B 
w‘ 
for p=l,...,q. (29) 
Let @ be the class of group matrices relative to the ordering g,, . . . , g,. 
THEOREM 2. An n X n matrix A belongs to 62 if and only if Q -‘AC2 is an 
element of 3. 
Proof. Suppose A is in & and set B=Q-‘AQ. For i, i=l,..., n, we 
introduce O,, = [ n( ui)n(ui)/n2]‘/’ and we use (l), (14), (15) to obtain 
[B] ii=eii i [Mu,(gP’)]ru,,o, $ U(g ‘g,)[“U,(gs)]“,,w~. 
r=l s=l 
For fixed r, as g, ranges over G, so does g,g,. Thus, we have 
= i 4k) i [M”~(g,)]“,,t[M”,(g,)]t.~,y 
s=l t=1 
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12) to deduce 
Thus, B satisfies (19). For the blocks of B in (18), we use (16), (17), and the 
preceding formula to find 
[BpV]ij=[Blh+i,X+j= i 0(P.S)[Mp(gS)]ij9 (21) s=l 
where i,i=l,..., nP. Since the right member of (21) does not depend on V, B 
satisfies (20). Hence, B is an element of ‘-??I. 
Next, for an n X n matrix A, suppose L? - ‘As2 is an element of 3. To use 
(20) for B= WIA!& we write B= [bii] and introduce the following notation. 
For p=l,..., q, let Pp be the set of ordered pairs (a, /3) of integers which 
satisfy 
k=l k=l 
and for p= 1,. . . , q and each (a, /I) in P,, let QPaa be the set of ordered pairs 
(r, s) of integers given by 
(,,,)=[,+(,-l)n,,P+(v-l)n,] for v=l,.. 
For (r, s) in (22), we find 
u,=us=pL, v,=vS=v, w, =w LI) w, =w 8; 
and (20) yields b,, =b,,. For i, i=l,.. . , n, we use A=QBQ 
., 
-1 
%. (22) 
, (1% (14), 
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(15), and the results for (22) to obtain 
Thus, there is a mapping u of G into C such that A satisfies (1). This shows 
that A belongs to & and completes the proof. n 
Let +i,. . . , +,, be the mappings of G into C such that 
+dgs)=~,, for r,s=l,..., n. (23) 
Then, the group matrices P,, . . . , P,, in @ defined by 
P,=[&(g,rlgi)] for r=l,...,n 
are n distinct permutation matrices, and the corresponding matrices 
B”) =Q--‘p,$ for r=l,...,n 
are n distinct elements of 9. 
COROLLARY 1. The biixk.s B$’ in (18) for B”) satisfy 
qiL)=qk) when r=l,...,n, 
/J=l,..., q, and v=l,..., nfi. Also, for r, s, t=l,..., n, 
B(‘)B(“) =B(t) w g,g, =g 
t* 
(24) 
(25) 
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Proof. We replace a in (21) by +r to obtain 
[BLI)]ii=[MP(g,)]ii for i, j=l,...,n. 
This yields (24). Since B(l),. .., II(“) are n distinct matrices, we use (24) to 
deduce (25) and complete the proof. n 
COROLLARY 2. With the usual matrix operations, W and %I form isomor- 
phic algebras of dimension n over C. Bases for 6? and $3 are given respectively 
by 
{P,, . . . , P,} and {B(l), . . . , B(“)} 
Moreover, for r, s, t = 1,. . . , n, 
P,P,=P, - grg, =g,* (26) 
Proof. Clearly, 33 forms an algebra over C. Since the bijection of W onto 
93 defined by Theorem 2 preserves the matrix operations, @ forms an algebra 
over C isomorphic to 31. Each mapping u of G into C is given by a unique 
linear combination 
a=a,+,+ . ..+a.&,; (27) 
namely, we must have ai =a(gi) for i=l,..., n. Thus, each group matrix 
A = [ u( g i- ‘gi)] of (3 has a unique representation 
A=a,P, + . . . +anP,,, 
and each matrix B= D -‘AL? of 3 has a unique representation 
B=a,B(‘)+ . ‘. +a,B(“). 
We use (25) to obtain (26) and complete the proof. 
Similarly, we see that @ and ??I form isomorphic rings. 
COROLLARY 3. The Moore-Penrose inverse of a group matrix is a group 
matrix of the same class. 
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Proof Let A be a matrix in @, let unitary representations be selected for 
(10) to ensure !Z is unitary, and define B in %!I through B=Q2-‘AO. Writing 
M* for the conjugate transpose of any matrix M, we follow [3, p. 441 to 
characterize the Moore-Penrose inverse Y of I3 as the unique nXn matrix 
which satisfies 
BYB=B, YBY=Y, (BY)*=BY, and (YB)*=YB. (28) 
Thus, Y is the matrix in ?l?~ whose blocks are the Moore-Penrose inverses of the 
corresponding blocks of B. Setting X= QYQ -l, we use (28) and !J - ’ = 52* to 
obtain 
AXA=A, XAX=X, (AX)*=AX, and (xA)*=XA. (29) 
This shows the group matrix X in & is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and 
completes the proof. H 
To merely verify that @ forms a ring and an algebra over C, Theorem 2 is 
not needed. In particular, the product A,A, of two group matrices 
4=[u(g;ki)] and A, = [ r(gielgj)] 
is the group matrix A,A, = [p(gilgi)], where p is the mapping of G into C 
defined by 
(30) 
g&h 'gk 
and this yields (26). 
The set C [ G] of mappings of G into C is placed in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with @ by the rule which assigns the group matrix [a(g,‘gi)] in @ to 
the element u in C [ G]. There are unique operations for C [ G] such that this 
correspondence becomes an isomorphism; for example, the product ur of two 
elements u, T in C[G] is necessarily the element p in C[G] specified by (30). 
Then, we recognize C[G] is the group algebra of G over C as defined directly 
in [7, pp. 106-1091. To each u in C[G], we associate u* in C[G] such that 
u*(gk) is the complex conjugate of u(g,‘) for k=l,..., n. 
COROLLARY 4. Given any element u in C[G], there is a unique element 6 
in C[G] for which 
u&~=u, [a[=(, (u[)*=u[, and (&)*=[a. (31) 
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Proof. Set A= [a(g,‘gi)] and let X be the unique matrix which satisfies 
(29). Since X belongs to &, there is an element 5 in C[G] such that 
X= [Mgielgi)]. Then u and 5 satisfy (31). We use the isomorphism between 
C [ G] and @ to establish the uniqueness of 5 and complete the proof. n 
Of course, an element u in C [ G] is a unit of C[ G] if and only if the 
corresponding group matrix [ a( gi ‘g i)] is nonsingular. 
Theorem 2 can be satisfied by other matrices than L?. To explain, let X be 
the set of nonsingular nX n matrices H such that: for each nX n matrix B, 
H -‘BH belongs to ??I if and only if B is in 3. Then, a nonsingular nXn 
matrix Q2, can be substituted for Q in the statement of Theorem 2 if and only 
if fir =QH for some matrix H in X. Of course, X forms a group under matrix 
multiplication. 
The nXn matrix 52, defined by 
satisfies !Y& =QE for E= [6,i{n/n( u~)}~/~] in ?C; and (12) yields 
[nol] ,,_ 4%) 
11 
-,-[M,a(g;‘)]lo,,l, for i,i=l,..., n. 
The matrices ti<‘AL$, and Q-‘A!J are equal for each A in 6?. However, in 
contrast to at, &, may not be unitary when the matrix representations in (10) 
are unitary. 
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